- THE UNIVERSAL TABLE -

OF MARTINEZ DE PASQUALLY AND LOUIS-CLAUDE DE SAINT-MARTIN
COMPILED, TRANSLATED AND EDITED BY AN UNKNOWN PHILOSOPHER
- The Universal Table -

Elements

- Divine Immensity
- Supercelestial Immensity
- Celestial Immensity
- Central Axis of Uncreated Fire
- The Rational Circle of Time
- The Sensitive Circle of Time
- Terrestrial Immensity
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**LEGEND:**


B  *The Created Universe*

C  *Denary Circle*, or the Divine Spirits of the Superior.

D  *The Three Divine Super-Celestial Heavens*\(^1\) or spiritual circles containing the three Circles; Septenary and Quaternary.

E  *Septenary Circle* or Circle of the Major Spirits, containing the Divine Law.

F  *Ternary Circle* or Circle of the Inferior Spirits, containing the divine Precept.

G  *Quaternary Circle* or Circle of the Minor Spirits, containing the Divine Beginning (in regards to the Denary Circle.) The first four Circles form the Divine Quadruple Essence, or the Divine Spiritual Court.

H  *Circle of Saturn* or Planetary Superior, also named “The first Heaven”.

I  *Denary Solar Circle*, or second circle. -It activates, reactivates and vivifies the vegetation which comes from all the particular and general terrestrial bodies [also named the Second Heaven. -Ed.]

L  *Circle of Mercury*, or third Heaven.

M  *Circle of Mars*, or fourth Heaven. -These four Circles are called Majors or Celestial.

N  *Circle of Jupiter*, or fifth Heaven. -This circle governs the putrefaction and the principle contains some.

O  *Circle of Venus* or Sixth Heaven. -This circle governs conception and contains the Seminal or reproductive principle.

P  *Circle of Luna* or seventh Heaven. -The Moon modifies, through its fluid, the action and reaction of the Central Fire Axis and the Solar Circle [within the created universe. –Ed].

Q  *The Immensity of the Axis of Uncreated Fire*. -The axis gives the principle of life to any terrestrial body, activates and reactivates them.

\(^1\) Alternate reading: ”Heavens”
The Terrestrial Form, who’s Center was inhabited by Noah.

The Terrestrial heart. [The Lost, Fourfold, Divine Word –Ed.]

West - Mercury, region inhabited by Adam and Sem.

South² - Sulfur, region inhabited by Cain and Ham.

North³ - Salt, region inhabited by Seth and Japheth.

² Also written as ”Midday”
³ Also written as ”Septentrional North”

- Septentrional is a rarely used word that means "of the north". Maps drawn before 1700, often refer to the northern- or northwestern-most unexplored areas of the world as "Septentrional" i.e. "America Septentrionalis". The term septentrional, actually the adjectival form of the noun septentrión, itself refers to the seven stars of the Big Dipper (Lat: "Septentrión" Nor: “Karlsvognen” or “Storebjørn”).

Also written as “North Aquilon” a 1700’s name for the Northern Wind.

- The Roman equivalent of Boreas was Aquilo, or Aquilon. An alternate, rarer name used for the northern wind was Septentrio, a word derived from septem triones ("seven trios") referring to the constellation Ursa Minor. Septentrio is also the source of the obscure word septentrional, a synonym for boreal meaning "northern".
The divine vastness, the original distribution of the emanated spirits, with the correspondence between each class of spirits and the quaternary, and the quatriple Divine Essence; The Super-Celestial Immensity, the prevarication, as well as the celestial and terrestrial immensity, and the new regime of the emanated and emancipated espirits. The numbers which express the composition of celestial and “terrestrial” realms (after Jupiter) are borrowed from the illustration drawn by Saint Martin.